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Experimental and theoretical study of generalized oscillator strengths for C 1s and O 1s
excitations in CO2
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Electron-energy-loss spectra of CO2 in the region of C 1s and O 1s excitations have been recorded over a
wide range of momentum transfer~K!, (2 a.u.22,K2,70 a.u.22). The dipole-forbidden transition to the
(C 1s sg

21,sg* ) 1(g
1 state in CO2 is detected for the first time, to our knowledge. A detailed analysis, with

careful consideration of minimization of systematic experimental errors, has been used to convert the measured
relative cross sections to absolute, momentum-transfer-dependent, generalized oscillator strength~GOS! pro-
files for all resolved C 1s and O 1s transitions of CO2. Theoretical results for the GOS, computed within the
first Born approximation, were obtained withab initio configuration interaction wave functions for the C 1s
transitions and withab initio generalized multistructural wave functions for the O 1s transitions. These wave
functions include relaxation, correlation, and hole localization effects. Theory predicts large quadrupole con-
tributions to the GOS for O 1s excitations. In addition the computed GOS for O 1s→nss andnps Rydberg
states clearly show oscillations arising from interference between localized core excitations. Overall there is
good agreement between the experimental and theoretical results, indicating that the first Born approximation
holds to a surprisingly large momentum transfer for the core excitations studied.

PACS number~s!: 33.70.Ca, 34.80.Gs, 33.20.2t, 31.15.2p
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I. INTRODUCTION

We have used electron-energy-loss spectroscopy~EELS!
andab initio configuration interaction and generalized mu
tistructural calculations to study inner-shell electronic tran
tions in CO2. Under small-momentum-transfer condition
@small scattering angle~u!, large impact energy (E0)# elec-
tron scattering is dominated by the same electric dipole tr
sitions observed in photoabsorption. As the moment
transfer increases~larger u, lower E0! the probability of
higher-order electric multipole transition increases, allow
electron-energy-loss spectroscopy to study quadrupole
higher-order electric multipole transitions which are n
readily detected by photoabsorption spectroscopy@1#. The
overall inelastic scattering properties of a molecule can
described in terms of its generalized oscillator stren
~GOS!, which is an extension of the optical oscillato
strength to the regime of finite momentum transfer elect
scattering. The GOS concept was introduced by Bethe@2#,
and was discussed in detail by Inokuti@3#. The so-called
Bethe-Born theory@3# provides a unified description of in
elastic scattering cross sections in terms of a sin
momentum-transfer-dependent GOS, which is valid for a
combination of scattering angle and impact energy, at le
under weak interaction conditions where the first Born
proximation holds. According to this theoretical descriptio
EELS cross-sections (d2s/dE dV) are related to GOS
f (K,E) by

f ~K,E!5
E

2

k0

k1
K2

d2s

dE dV
, ~1!

whereE is the transition energy,K is the momentum trans
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fer, andk0(k1) are the incident~outgoing! electron momenta.
Within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation for the targ
wave functions, the vertical approximation for the excitati
process, and the first Born approximation for the collisi
process, the GOS can be written as@3–5#

f 02n~K,E!5
2E

K2

gn

4p E u«0n~K,ReV!u2dV, ~2!

whereRe is the equilibrium geometry,K the transferred mo-
mentum,gn the degeneracy of the final state~1 for S, 2 for
P!, and E the transition energy. The integration overV in
Eq. ~2! results from averaging over the orientation of t
molecular axis with respect toK, i.e., the classical average
e0n is the electronic scattering amplitude for 0→n excitation
in the first Born approximation@2–4#.

«0n~K,RcV!52E C0* ~r 1 ,r 2 ,...,r N ,Re!S (
i 51

N

eiK ,r i D
3Cn~r 1 ,r 2 ,...,r N ,Re!dr1dr2 ...drN ,

~3!

whereC0 andCn are, respectively, the ground- and excite
state electronic wave functions, andr 1 ,r 2 ,...,r N are the co-
ordinates of theN electrons of the molecule. In the limit o
zero transferred momentum, the generalized oscilla
strength becomes the optical oscillator strengthf (E),

lim
K→0

f ~K,E!5 f ~E!52/3gnEu«1n,0u2, ~4!
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where «1n,0 is the usual dipole transition moment in th
length form@5#. More generally, the GOS can be express
as a power series inK2 where the coefficients involve th
various electric multipole matrix elements@3#.

Experimental GOS studies have been reported for spe
core excitation transitions of N2 @6,7#, CO2 @8–10#, SF6 @11–
15#, and various chlorofluorocarbons@16#. Theoretical stud-
ies of core excitation GOS have been performed on N2 @17–
22#, CO2 @8,23#, C2H2 @24#, and H2O @25#. The present work
has determined experimental and theoretical generalized
cillator strengths of all resolved discrete core level exc
tions of CO2 up to K2570 a.u.22. The study of GOS up to
such largeK2 values gives new insight into spectral assig
ments for CO2 and the nature of GOS surfaces for core e
citation. The theoretical GOS profiles were determin
within the framework of the first Born approximation. I
order to take into account of the strong relaxation that occ
when an inner-shell electron is promoted to a valence orb
independent configuration-interaction target electronic w
functions were calculated for the ground state and each o
excited states. The matrix elements between the nonorth
nal wave functions were determined with a biorthogonali
tion procedure @21,23#. The conventional nonlocalize
molecular-orbital picture leads to theoretical results for Os
excitation which are in poor agreement with experiment.
improvement can be obtained by considering the exc
electron in an electronic structure with a hole localized
one of the O atoms@17#. This approach leads to excitatio
energies and optical oscillator strengths in better agreem
with the experimental results but still with considerable
ror. This approach has the additional disadvantage of bre
ing the molecular symmetry. In order to restore the mole
lar symmetry while still considering strong core-ho
localization, we use the generalized multistructural wa
function, where the excited state is built with different no
orthogonal structures@21,23#. This work is part of a broade
theoretical@8,21,23,24# and experimental@12–15# investiga-
tion of inner shell GOS surfaces.

The ground state of carbon dioxide is linear and can
described by the electron configuration

~1sg!2~1su!2~2sg!2~3sg!2~2su!2~4sg!2~3su!2

3~1pu!4~1pg!4~2pu!* ~5sg!* ~4su!* , 1Sg
1 ,

where (2pu)* , (5sg)* , and (4su)* are unoccupied orbitals
of antibonding character. The 1sg and 1su orbitals are lin-
ear combinations of oxygen 1s atomic orbitals, while 2sg is
the carbon 1s atomic orbital.

Within 20 eV above the core ionization threshold, sha
resonances are characteristically found in the photoabs
tion spectra of small molecules. This type of resonance
one-electron phenomenon, and is due to the temporary t
ping of the outgoing photoelectron by a centrifugal poten
barrier, or alternatively, due to a transition into an antibon
ing molecular orbital in the continuum@26#. In this work we
have used molecular-orbital language to discuss these
tinuum features while recognizing that there is a strong
namical aspect to these features. Many groups have n
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that positions of continuum shape resonances in small m
ecules can be correlated in various ways with bond leng
@27–30#. In this regard, thes* resonances of CO2 have been
a controversial subject. The positions of the features initia
attributed tosCO* resonances in CO2 ~312 eV in C 1s and
559 eV in O 1s! were anomalous with respect to an empi
cal correlation of bond length and resonance position@28#.
This was used as a central point in the critique of Piancas
et al. @31# of the empirical correlation. Later@32# it was
noted that in CO2 and several other unsaturated linear t
atomic molecules, the short bond length leads to strong
teraction ofsCO* (L) andsCO* (R) functions~theL andR refer
to left- and right-localizedsCO* functions, which must be
mixed to generate correctly symmetry adapted function!.
This interaction causes a large energy separation betwee
two sCO* resonances, roughly corresponding to that betw
the 5sg* and 4su* molecular energy levels. The average p
sition of core excitation to those twos* levels was postu-
lated to be the appropriate parameter to use in the empi
bond-length correlation@32#. Results from low-energy elec
tron scattering@33# and valence photoemission@34# indicate
that the 5sg* and 4su* levels are separated by;16 eV in the
ground state. Calculations@35# suggested there should be
similar separation between the O 1s (1su→5sg* ) and O
1s (1sg→4su* ) core excited states. Re-examination of t
O 1s spectrum showed that there are features attributabl
O 1s excitation to boths* levels @32#. The location of the
weak feature at 542 eV attributed to O 1s (1su→5sg* ) tran-
sitions is consistent with the calculation@35#. However, for
symmetry reasons, only the C 1s (2sg→4su* ) transition can
be observed in photoabsorption or dipole-regime inner-s
electron energy loss spectroscopy~ISEELS!. In order to have
a more complete understanding of how positions of c
tinuum resonances relate to molecular structure@28,32# and
also to have a better understanding of the core level spec
copy of CO2, we have carried out extensive nondipo
ISEELS measurements with the goal of identifying the loc
tion of the electric dipole forbidden C 1s (2sg→5sg* ) tran-
sition.

II. EXPERIMENT

The measurements were made with a variable-imp
energy, variable-angle electron-energy-loss spectrometer
erated with an unmonochromated beam. A collision cell w
used to achieve higher target gas pressures and thus to e
detection of the weak signals at large momentum trans
The pass energy for the analyzer was 50 eV, and the fi
electron energy was 1300 eV. The spectrometer and its
erating procedures have been described in detail elsew
@15#.

Two different acquisition methods, called energy scan a
angle scan modes, were used@15#. In the energy scan mode
‘‘cell,’’ ‘‘noncell,’’ and ‘‘nongas’’ spectra are recorded at a
small number of scattering angles. In the cell measureme
the sample is introduced in the collision cell to a pressurePgc
which is typically 4–8 times larger than the main chamb
pressurePmc. The cell spectra originate mainly from th
high density of gas inside the cell. In the noncell measu
5-2
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EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STUDY OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 042505
ments, the sample is introduced outside of the collision
to the same main chamber pressurePmc as was used in the
cell measurements. The noncell spectra are acquired to
tract the signal coming from scattering by gas outside
collision cell. In the nongas measurements, no sample is
troduced. This signal, which originates from scattering
residual gas, the gas cell, and other parts of the apparatu
well as detector background, is present in both the cell
noncell spectra. It is important to measure nongas spe
regularly to check the spectrometer tuning. If the spectro
eter is tuned correctly this signal is less than 1% of the
signal. In the angle scan mode, the signal at a numbe
carefully selected energy loss values is measured wit
dense sampling of the scattering angle in order to de
relative scattering cross-section curves for selected sta
We acquire multiple energy losses at each angle since
energy-loss scanning is much faster than angle scanning.
results obtained from the two methods are in excellent ag
ment ~see Figs. 1 and 3!.

To confirm the validity of our data treatment methodolo
and to ensure that the experimental GOS’s were corre
measured without distortion by various possible instrume
artifacts, we used the same procedures to record the w
known GOS profiles for excitation to the (1s21,2s) and
(1s21,2p) states at 20.6 and 21.2 eV of He. The GOS p

FIG. 1. Comparison of C 1s energy-loss spectra of CO2 re-
corded at~a! 4° (K251.6 a.u.22) and ~b! 32° (K2534.2 a.u.22) us-
ing a final electron energy of 1300 eV. Signals recorded in ene
scan and angle scan modes are superimposed. The data have
normalized to gas pressure, incident beam current, and acquis
time. A background from extrapolation of the pre-edge signal
been subtracted, but the geometric correction has not been ap
Note the35 vertical expansion at 294 eV and the 500-fold sc
factor between the 4° and 32° data. The hatched line indicates t
1s IP as determined by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy@44#.
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files obtained matched the literature results@36–38# within
mutual experimental uncertainties.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

The energy scales of all spectra were calibrated interna
using the well known values of thep* transitions of CO2
@39#. All intensities are the difference of cell and nonce
spectral signals, representing the contribution from a fix
volume inside the gas cell, independent of scattering an
Spectra acquired at different scattering angles are normal
to beam current, gas pressure, and acquisition time.

The relative cross sections for each resolved electro
transition were derived from the spectra acquired in
energy-scan mode as follows. The underlying ionization c
tinuum background was first removed by subtracting
smooth curve determined from a curve fit of a binomial fun
tion „a(E-c)d

… to the continuum structure below the onset
core excitation. These background-subtracted spectra w
then fit to a combination of Gaussian peak shapes and
error function to represent the 1s ionization threshold. The
4° spectrum, where the signal intensity is high and thus
statistics are very good, was used to establish the number
positions of the fit features. The spectra taken at all ot
angles were subsequently fit simultaneously to this fit mod
using a constrained multiparameter optimization proced
@40#.

Next a geometrical correctionG(u) @15# was applied to
the peak areas of each feature at each scattering angle
rived from the multispectra curve fit. This gives the relati
cross-section needed to evaluate the relative GOS. The
metrical correction takes into account~1! the angle depen-
dence of the overlap of incident beam, target gas and a
lyzer viewing cone, caused by the change in the size or sh
of the interaction region with scattering angle~the collision
path length is appreciably longer at small angles@13#!; and
~2! the gas distribution inside the collision cell, which
approximated as a Gaussian distribution. Further details
given in Ref.@15#.

Relative GOS profiles were then evaluated from t
geometry-corrected relative cross sections and the exp
mentally determined momentum transfer variables, using
Bethe-Born kinematic correction@Eq. ~1!# @3#. The relative
GOS profiles were converted to absolute GOS profiles us
a scaling factor obtained by exponential extrapolation of
relative GOS toK250 followed by normalization of that
extrapolated value to the literature optical oscillator stren
~OOS! for the strong C 1s (2sg→2pu* ) ~taken as 0.16! and
O 1s (1sg→2pu* ) ~taken as 0.115!. The scaling factor for
the p* OOS was used to derive the absolute GOS from
relative GOS for all other features. For the O 1s GOS, nor-
malization to the present theoretical results was also con
ered since theory predicts a very large quadrupole com
nent at lowK2 which leads to a rapid variation of the GO
betweenK250 and 2.9 a.u.22, which was the minimumK2

value measured~see below for further details!.
While the high point density of energy scan spectra giv

precise integrated signals for each peak, energy scan sp
can only be obtained over a sparseK2 mesh in a reasonabl
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I. G. EUSTATIU et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 042505
time. In order to sample the GOS profiles at moreK2 values,
we have also carried out measurements in the alterna
angle scan mode@15#. Integrated relative cross sections we
derived from the angle scan data by the following procedu
For the background subtracted (cell2noncell) data, at each
angle the maximum intensity and the weighted sum of int
sities~typically 3–5 points per peak! were determined for al
resolved features. For each spectral feature these two va
were scaled separately to the energy-scan cross section
ing the ratio of the energy and angle-scan intensities at 4
the scaling factor, and then averaged. The relative GOS
ues were obtained by applying the geometric and kinem
corrections. Finally absolute GOS values were set by n
malization of the relative GOS extrapolated toK250 to the
literature OOS. This method for obtaining relative cross s
tions from the angle-scan data differs from that describ
elsewhere@15# because, for the work on CO2, very few
energy-loss points were measured at each angle, and
curve fitting was not practical.

The absolute GOS profiles were fit to the modified La
settre series@41,42# to provide a semiempirical analysis o
the measured GOS profiles in terms of a power series ex
sion.

f ~K,E!5
1

~x11!6 f 0(
n50

3
f n

f 0
S x

11xD n

, ~5!

wherex5K2/@(2I )1/21(2uI 2Eu)1/2#2, I is the ionization po-
tential, andE is the excitation energy of a particular trans
tion @15#.

Experimental uncertainties for the derived GOS valu
were determined from the energy scan data, taking into
count contributions from the uncertainties in the moment
transfer (K2) and in the peak area. The uncertainty inK2 is
determined from the uncertainty in the scattering ang
60.25°. This gives an uncertainty inK2 of 4% at 4°~2% for
O 1s! and 1.5% at 32°~1.4% for O 1s!. The uncertainty in
the peak area includes uncertainty in the gas pressure~;2%!,
and the incident beam current~;1%!, along with contribu-
tions from the statistical precision of the data, all added
quadrature. The total uncertainty in the GOS for eachK2

value is then determined by addition in quadrature of
uncertainty in the peak area and the uncertainty in rela
GOS arising from the uncertainty inK2.

It should be noted that significant systematic errors co
be associated with various aspects of the data treatmen
proper geometrical correction is important since, if the g
metrical correction is not applied, the intensity of the sign
at low scattering angles is substantially overestimated.
kinematic correction relating relative cross section and re
tive GOS is a further possible source of systematic erro
there is undetected bias in the conversion of experime
parameters to momentum and momentum transfer. Fin
application of Eq.~1! and the whole GOS concept assum
that the first Born approximation~FBA! is valid @3#. From
valence shell GOS measurements this is expected to b
down in the range ofK2 we have studied. However, com
parison to the theoretical results computed within the F
04250
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suggests that for inner shell GOS, the FBA may be valid
much largerK2 values~see below!.

IV. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

We have calculated the optical~OOS! and generalized
oscillator strength~GOS! for the excitation from the ground
X Sg

1 electronic state to the following inner-shell electron
excited states:

O~1s!: 2sg→2pu , 2sg→3ssg , 2sg→3ppu ,

2sg→3psu ,

O~1s!: 1sg→2pu , 1su→2pu , 1sg→3ssg ,

1su→3ssg , 1sg→3psu , 1su→3psu ,

1sg→3ppu , 1su→3ppu , 1sg→4ssg ,

1su→4ssg .

The electronic wave functions for the ground (X Sg
1) and

C 1s excited states were determined with the configurati
interaction ~CI! method expanded on
(12s,6p,1d)/@10s,4p,1d# Gaussian basis set@23#. Occupied
and improved virtual orbitals were determined independen
for the ground state and each excited state and, as a co
quence, are not orthogonal. This means that the molec
basis for the CI calculation was optimized for each molecu
state and includes, for the excited states, the strong relaxa
that takes place in the formation of an inner-shell exci
state. Configuration-interaction calculations were perform
for each molecular state, allowing single and double exc
tions for the reference configuration to a virtual space co
posed of three virtual orbitals for each symmetry~sg , pg ,
su , or pu!.

For the O 1s excitations generalized multistructura
~GMS! wave functions@21,23# were used, since they tak
into account core-hole localization effects without breaki
the full molecular symmetry. The GMS wave function
defined as

CGMS5 (
l 51

Nstruct

(
i 51

NSAF

ci
lF i

l , ~6!

whereF i
l represents thei th spin-adapted function~SAF! of

the i th bonding structure, andci
l its weight in the expansion

shown in Eq.~6! and is calculated variationally. EachF i
l is a

Hartree-Fock or CI wave function. We have considered
following three structures@Nstruct53 in Eq. ~6!# for each ex-
cited state:

Structure 1is a Hartree-Fock wave function with molecu
lar orbitals optimized in the presence of a 1s hole localized
upon the first oxygen atom.

Structure 2is a Hartree-Fock wave function with molecu
lar orbitals optimized in the presence of a 1s hole localized
upon the second oxygen atom.
5-4
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TABLE I. Calculated and observed energies~eV! of C 1s spectral features of CO2.

Energy~eV!

This work Literature Term value Width~type!a

Expt. ~eV! Theory ~eV! ~eV! ~eV! Assignment

290.74b 290.89 290.77c 6.7 1.20~G! 2sg→2pu*
292.7 291.98 292.74d 4.8 1.20~G! 2sg→3ssg

294.7 294.8 294.96d 2.8 1.30~G! 2sg→3ppu

295.1 296.0e 2.4 1.30~G! 2sg→3psu

296.6 296.38d 0.9 1.30~G! 2sg→(4p1other Rydberg)
297.5f 1.25 ~E! IP

298.0~sharp! 2e
298 ~broad! 5.83 ~G! 2sg→5sg*
300 ~sharp! 2e
303.3 ;303c 3.64 ~G! 2e
312.3 ;312c 8.72 ~G! 2sg→4su*

aG, Gaussian profile;E, error function edge shape.
bAll energies were established by calibrating the C 1s (2sg→2pu* ) transition to this well-established valu
@39#.
cReference@43#.
dReference@65#.
eThis value may be overestimated, as it is the second CI root.
fReference@44#.
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Structure 3is a SD-CI wave function~SD means single
and double! with molecular occupied and virtual orbitals op
timized in the presence of a 1s delocalized hole.

This approach considers relaxation, valence correlat
and localization effects, and retains the full molecular sy
metry @21,23#. The wave functions for the ground~CI! and
excited states~CI or GMS!, in spite of being a suitable de
scription for the states involved in the transition, have
disadvantage of being mutually nonorthogonal. This requ
a considerable computational effort for calculating the tr
sition matrix elements. The matrix elements for the scat
ing amplitude between the nonorthogonal wave functio
were calculated using a biorthogonalization procedure@23#.
For this purpose, unitary transformations are applied to
two sets ofN nonorthogonal molecular orbitals, turningN
21 of them orthogonal.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Spectroscopy

1. C 1s excitation

Figure 1 presents experimental C 1s spectra recorded un
der small ~u54°, K251.6 a.u.22! and large (u532°, K2

534.2 a.u.22) momentum-transfer conditions. The spec
plotted have been normalized to the beam current, gas p
sure, and acquisition time, and background subtracted,
they have not been subjected to the geometric or kinem
corrections. Table I summarizes the experimental and th
retical energies and assignments of the C 1s spectral fea-
tures. The theoretical and experimental excitation ener
agree within 1 eV and there is an excellent match for the
1s (2sg

21,2pu* ) transition. The calculated value for the
04250
n,
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e
s
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C

1s→3psu excitation energy is probably too large becau
this state is the second root of this symmetry in the CI c
culations.

The intense peak at 290.74 eV is theXSg
1

→1Pu(C1s2sg
21,2pu* ) transition. The other discrete peak

in the C 1s spectrum@43# are associated with the 3s and 3p
Rydberg states which converge to the carbon 1s ionization
limit @ionization potential~IP! of 297.5 eV@44##. They are
much weaker features since thep* state involves C 1s ex-
citation to a valence molecular orbital~principal quantum
number,n52!, while the higher energy Rydberg states a
associated with excitation to more diffuse Rydberg orbit
~n53 and 4!. The weak structures indicated by* in Fig. 1
just above the C 1s IP and the relatively strong signal at 30
eV are double-electron excitations—C 1s→p* excitation
and a simultaneous valence electron excitation.

At both large and small momentum transfers the spectr
is dominated by the intensep* peak at 290.74 eV and by th
broad continuum resonance at 312 eV. However, there
dramatic falloff in scattering intensity as the scattering an
increases—the as-recorded 32° spectrum is about 500
weaker than that at 4°. This is partly due to the rapid d
crease of the excitation cross section with increasing an
but it also reflects reduced overlap of the incident elect
beam and analyzer acceptance cone. The geometry-corre
cross section varies by a factor of 360, while the GOS va
by a factor of 15 between these two angles.

Although the spectra at 4° and 32°~Fig. 1! seem quite
similar, the ratio of the intensity of the 2p* /4su* transitions
differs by 30%, and there are significant changes in the 29
305-eV region. Figure 2 presents this latter region in grea
detail, in comparison to the optical spectrum@45# ~Note that
the higher resolution optical data has been smoothed
5-5
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I. G. EUSTATIU et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 042505
match our lower resolution energy-loss data!. Careful exami-
nation of Figs. 1 and 2 shows that a sharp peak appea
298.2, while the intensity of the sharp peak at 300 eV
creases at higherK. The sharp features at 296.5, 298.2, 30
and 303 eV are multielectron excitations superimposed o
broad continuum resonance. In addition to the changes in
relative intensities of the sharp features, a broad struc
develops between 296 and 300 eV with increasing mom
tum transfer. The latter feature is absent at small scatte
angles, and becomes much stronger at large angle
characteristic of a dipole-forbidden excitation. In order
better reveal the shape of this additional nondipole signal,
have subtracted the 4° signal from each of the spectr
higher scattering angles. The difference spectra, smoothe
reduce noise, are shown in the lower panel of Fig. 2. T
mean energy position of the broad signal is;298 eV and its
width is ;4-eV full width at half maximum. We assign thi
broad signal to the electric-dipole-forbidden, electr
quadrupole-allowed,X 1Sg

1→(C 1ssg
21,5sg* )1Sg

1 transi-
tion. The residual sharp signal in the difference spectra
believed to be incompletely subtracted double excitation
nal because of variations in theirK2 dependence. The secon
C 1s→s* transition, the dipole-allowed C 1s (2sg→su* )
transition occurs around 312 eV~see Fig. 1!. Thus the dif-
ference in the energies of the C 1s (2sg→5sg* ) and C
1s (2sg→4sg* ) excitations is;14 eV. This value is very

FIG. 2. Detail of the 294–305-eV region. A linear backgrou
has been subtracted from 294 to 306 eV in order to isolate
features of interest. The upper panel presents the data at 4° and
along with the optical spectrum@45#. The optical data have bee
smoothed to approximate our lower energy resolution. The lo
panel presents a number of higher scattering angle spectra
subtraction of the 4° spectrum, scaled to match the 295- and 304
peak intensities. The broad intensity centered around 298 eV, w
increases with increasing momentum transfer, is that assigned t
C 1s(2sg→5sg* ) dipole-forbidden transition.
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similar to thesg2su energy difference in the O 1s spectrum
~16 eV! and that derived from other techniques@32–34#. To
our knowledge this is the first reported observation of
dipole-forbidden C 1s→s* (5sg) transition.

2. O 1s excitation

Figure 3 shows examples of O 1s energy-loss spectra o
CO2 recorded under small and large momentum-transfer c
ditions. The experimental and theoretical energies and
signments for the O 1s spectral features are presented
Table II. The energies and GOS profiles for excitations fro
the 1sg and 1su orbitals to 2pu , 3ssg , 3psu , 3ppu , and
4ssg orbitals, were calculated within the generalized mu
structural method. For each final state the energy differe
between excitations from the 1sg and 1su orbitals are less
than 0.3 eV, except for the 3ssg final state where it is equa
to 1.2 eV~the reason for this large value is not understood
present. The calculations have been checked extensively
are considered reliable!. As for the C 1s region, the theoret-
ical and experimental O 1s energy values agree within 1 eV
except for the 4ssg final states. The 4ssg is the second CI
root with sg symmetry and therefore the excitation ener
may be less precise.

The spectroscopic interpretation of the O 1s spectrum of
CO2 has been described in detail elsewhere@43,45–49#. The
O 1s spectra at large and small momentum transfers
quite similar, aside from the change in intensity. Between
and 28° the as-recorded intensity drops by a factor of 58,

e
2°,

r
ter
V

ch
the

FIG. 3. Comparison of the O 1s energy-loss spectra of CO2

recorded at~a! 4° (K253.8 a.u.22) and ~b! 28° (K2530.7 a.u.22),
using a final electron energy of 1300 eV. The signals recorde
energy scan and angle scan modes are superimposed on the
scale. The data have been normalized to gas pressure, inciden
rent, and acquisition time. A background from extrapolation of
pre-edge signal has been subtracted but the geometric corre
has not been applied. The hatched line indicates the O 1s IP as
determined by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy@44#.
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TABLE II. Calculated and observed energies~eV! of O 1s spectral features of CO2.

Energy~eV! Term value Width~type!a Assignment
This work ~eV! ~eV!

Expt. ~eV! Theory ~eV! Literature~eV!b

535.4c 535.5 535.4 5.4 1.81~G! 1sg→2pu*
535.7 1su→2pu*

d 535.7 1sg→3ssg

536.9 1su→3ssg

538.8 538.0 538.7 2.0 0.71~G! 1sg→3psu

‘‘ 538.0 1su→3psu

538.8 539.3 1su→3ppu

‘‘ 539.6 1sg→3ppu

538.8 540.3 1sg→4ssg

‘‘ 540.3 1su→4ssg

540.3 0.5 1.63~G! higher Rydberg
540.8 1.75~E! IP

541.6 541.9 3.88~G! 1sg→5sg* , 1su→5sg*
553.2 553.0 1.96~G! 2e
558.9 558.0 9.68~G! 1sg→4su* , 1su→4su*

aG, Gaussian profile;E, error function edge shape.
bReference@43#.
cAll spectra were calibrated to the O 1s (1sg→2pu* ) transition at 535.4 eV@39#.
dIf the assignment of the 539-eV peak is correct~mainly 4ssg! then the position of the 3ssg transition is as
yet unknown. It may be masked by the high-energy side of the strong 2pu* feature.
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geometry-corrected cross-section varies by a factor of
and the GOS ratio is;3, after the kinematic correction
~Note that the relative decline in the O 1s signal with in-
creasing momentum transfer is much less than that obse
in the C 1s case.! At both small and large angle, the O 1s
spectrum is dominated by excitations to the 2pu* feature at
535.4 eV. Initially, the second peak at 539 eV was attribu
to overlap of the 3psu and 3ppu Rydberg states@4#. Later,
this feature was reassigned to the overlap of the 3s and 3p
Rydberg states@46#. Symmetry-resolved ion-yield studie
@48# have shown that the 539 eV peak results mainly fr
excitations to orbitals ofs symmetry. Based on a combina
tion of theory and x-ray emission spectroscopy, Gunne
et al. @45# confirmed that the 539 eV peak corresponds
excitation to states of mainlys symmetry, and they have
assigned it to a combination of 3psu and 4ssg Rydberg
states. They suggested that 4ssg makes the stronger contr
bution, and that the 3psu transition occurs at slightly lowe
energy than the 4ssg transition. The present theoretical OO
values of the 3psu , 3ppu , and 4ssg optically allowed ex-
citations are 0.0020, 0.0016 and 0.0039, respectively, c
firming that the 4ssg is the strongest among the three op
cally allowed excitations that contribute to the 539 eV ba
The theoretical multiconfigurational configuration-inte
action OOS values of Gunnelinet al. @45# are 0.0006,
0.0001, and 0.0047, respectively. The agreement betwee
present result and that of Gunnelinet al. @45# for the 4ssg
process is good, but for the other two processes our calc
tion predicts larger OOS values.

The 5sg* shape resonance occurs at 541.6 eV, just ab
the ionization limit~540.8 eV@44#!. At higher energies there
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are weak contributions from double excitations around 5
eV followed by the strong 4su* shape resonance at 559 eV
The sg and su continuum resonances are observed at
scattering angles since O 1s(1su→5sg* ) and O 1s(1sg

→4su* ) transitions are electric dipole allowed. It is interes
ing that the higher energy O 1s (1sg→4su* ) resonance is
stronger than the lower energy 1s (1su→5sg* ) resonance.
Normally the lowest energy core excitation in a given ma
fold is the strongest on account of core-hole relaxation.
vestigation of the spatial distributions of the 5sg* and 4su*
orbitals may explain this anomaly.

B. Generalized oscillator strengths„GOS’s…

Examples of the curve fits used to extract integrated p
areas from the experimental C 1s and O 1s spectra are pre-
sented in Fig. 4 while the fit parameters are summarized
the spectral assignment Tables I and II. The curve fits at
angles were of similar quality to those displayed in Fig. 4

1. C 1s GOS profiles

GOS profiles up toK2565 a.u.22 were derived for all
resolved C 1s spectral features using curve fits to the me
sured spectra and the procedures outlined in Sec. III. Fig
5 compares the experimental and theoretical GOS pro
for the C 1s (2sg→2pu* ) transition forK2 values between
1.5 and 65 a.u.22 Figure 6 plots the experimental and the
retical GOS profiles for the C 1s (2sg→3ssg) transition.
Figure 7 plots the experimental and theoretical GOS profi
for the C 1s (2sg→3ppu) and C 1s (2sg→3psu) tran-
sitions, and the experimental GOS profile for the
5-7
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FIG. 4. Curve fits to the C 1s and O 1s spectra recorded at 12
with a final electron energy of 1300 eV, using the standardiz
multifile curve-fit approach described in the text. The line throu
the data points is the result of the least-squares fit, with each p
~lighter lines! represented by a Gaussian function. An error funct
is used to represent the C 1s and O 1s continua. Tables I and II list
the peak energies used in these fits. These same energies wer
in the constrained multifile fit of all energy scan data.

FIG. 5. Experimental and computed GOS profiles for the
1s (2sg→2pu* ) transition, in comparison to previously reporte
experimental@9# and computed values@23#. The GOS was derived
from the energy-loss intensities as described in the text.
04250
1s (2sg→5sg* ) excitation. Figure 8 presents the expe
mental GOS profiles for C 1s ~2sg→higher Rydberg exci-
tations!, for C 1s (2sg→double electron excitation!, for
continuum C 1s (2sg→4su* ) shape resonance, and for th
nonresonant C 1s continuum integrated from 326 to 330 eV
In most cases Lassettre fits to the GOS are also plotted.
Lassettre parameters are summarized in Table III.

,

ak

sed

FIG. 6. Experimental GOS profile for the C 1s(2sg→3ssg)
transition. The horizontal error bars indicate the uncertainty in
K2 value. Similar values apply for all GOS profiles. The inset plo
the computed GOS profile for the direct quadrupole transition
comparison to an estimate of the nondipole component of th
1s (2sg→3s) GOS generated by subtracting a scaled version
the GOS for the C 1s (2sg→2pu* ) transition, as an estimate of th
dipole vibronic component.

FIG. 7. ~Upper! Experimental and computed GOS profiles f
the C 1s (2sg→3ppu/3psu) transition. ~Lower! Experimental
GOS profile for the broad signal at 298 eV, assigned as the
1s (2sg→5sg* ) resonance. The lines correspond to semiempiri
fits using Lassettre series.
5-8
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EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STUDY OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 042505
Figure 5 shows that there is good agreement between
present and previous@9# experimental results, as well as th
present and previous@23# theoretical results for the C
1s (2sg→2pu* ) transition. It is surprising that the exper
mental and theoretical results for the GOS are in such g
agreement to such high momentum transfer. There is
reasonable agreement between theory and experiment f
1s (2sg→3ppu) excitation to largeK values~Fig. 7!. This
is surprising since, although the target wave functions w
carefully constructed considering relaxation and correlat
effects, the first Born approximation was used to describe
collision process between the incident electron and the
get. The FBA considers only the first order term in the Bo
expansion for the interaction potential between the incid
electron and the molecule. For this reason, it should
properly describe situations where the interaction is stro
which is the situation expected for large scattering an

FIG. 8. Experimental GOS profiles for the C 1s (2sg

→higher Rydberg), C 1s (2sg→double excitation), C 1s (2sg

→4su* ), and C 1s continua integrated from 326 to 330 eV. Th
lines correspond to semiempirical fits using Lassettre series.
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events. For valence excitation with high-energy electron
pact, the FBA result agrees with experimental results o
for small values of the transferred momentum~typically up
to K2,225 a.u.22! @50#. For larger values of the transferre
momentum and scattering angles the agreement betwee
experimental and the FBA result is generally poor becaus
corresponds to a situation where classically the incident e
tron penetrates further into the molecule, which means
the interaction is stronger. Theoretical GOS’s for valen
excitation in the higher momentum transfer regime m
consider higher-order terms in the Born expansion
through other methods such as close-coupling or distor
wave calculations.

A previous theoretical and experimental study of the G
for inner-shell excitation of C2H2 @24# also found unexpect-
edly good agreement, up toK2'13 a.u.22 It is surprising to
observe in such good agreement Fig. 5 and 7 between
experimental and theoretical results for even higher value
K2, that is, up toK2560 a.u.22 This suggests that the dy
namics of the collision process for inner-shell excitation m
be qualitatively different from those for valence excitatio
The GOS for inner-shell excitation of other molecules sho
be measured and compared to the GOS computed within
first Born approximation to see if this is a general pheno
enon.

The experimental and theoretical GOS profiles for the
1s (2sg→3ssg) transition~Fig. 6! are in strong disagree
ment. This is because, although the C 1s (2sg→3ssg)
transition is electronically dipole forbidden, there is stro
vibronic coupling to the intense nearby C 1s (2sg→2pu* )
excitation@51#. The vibronic channel has not been includ
in the present calculation, which only reports the GOS
the direct quadrupole excitation which has a predicted va
of zero atK50, increases to a maximum atK2;8 a.u22, and
then decreases—a behavior typical of an optically forbidd
process@12,13#, rather than the observed monotonically d
creasing GOS, which is typical of a dipole allowed proce
Since the main intensity of the C 1s (2sg→3ssg) transi-
tion comes from the vibronic coupling to the C 1s (2sg

→2pu* ) excitation, the GOS shape for the 3s vibronic com-
ponent might be similar to that for the 2p* GOS. Making
TABLE III. Lassettre parameters for GOS for C 1s and O 1s core excitations of CO2.

102f 0 f 1 f 2 1021f 3 1021f 1 / f 0 1022f 2 / f 0 1023f 3 / f 0

C 1s 3ppu 0.4 20.2 5.1 25.2 25.1 13.0 218
3psu 0.2 20.02 0.1 23.4 21.0 0.5 20.2
5sg* 0.03 0.6 215 11 180 2470 350
R 0.5 20.4 13 212 28.1 24 252
2e2 0.5 20.3 8.1 26.8 26.7 17 214
4su* 9.3 25.8 150 2140 26.2 16 215

O 1s 2pu* 11 28.4 300 2410 27.6 28 238
R 1.7 21.6 63 28.1 29.4 37 247
5sg* 0.8 20.8 34 243 210 43 255
2e2 0.4 20.3 9.7 29.8 27.9 25 225
4su* 4.9 23.9 120 2130 27.9 25 226
5-9
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this assumption, we estimated the GOS for the direc
1s (2sg→3ssg) quadrupole component by subtracting t
GOS for the C 1s (2sg→2pu* ) excitation scaled to that o
the 3s in the low-momentum-transfer region, as an estim
of the vibronic signal. The results of this treatment are sho
in the inset to Fig. 6. Although the agreement is by no me
perfect, the residual has a similar intensity and roughly si
lar shape to that calculated for the direct quadrupole
1s (2sg→3ssg) transition.

We have recently developed theoretical methods@52# that
take vibronic coupling into account in computing optical o
cillator strengths. Preliminary results for the optical oscil
tor strength for the C 1s (2sg→3ssg) excitation process
calculated including the strong vibronic coupling, show e
cellent agreement between the theoretical value~0.013! and
the present extrapolated experimental value~0.012!, con-
firming the present interpretation of the GOS for t

FIG. 9. Theoretical results for the O 1s GOS profiles: ~a!
(1sg,1su)→2pu* excitations, ~b! (1sg,1su)→3ssg excitations,
~c! (1sg,1su)→3psu excitations,~d! (1sg,1su)→3ppu excita-
tions, and~e! (1sg,1su)→4ssg excitations, together with the sum
of the (1sg11su) for each final orbital. The inset in each pan
shows the low K region.
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292.7-eV band. These results have been presented in d
elsewhere@52#.

The upper panel of Fig. 7 compares the C 1s (2sg
→3ppu) theoretical GOS profile to the experimental GO
profile for the feature at 294.7 eV. There is good agreem
up to very high values of momentum transfer. Both theor
ical and experimental results show that the major contri
tion to the intensity of the C 1s(2sg→3p) transition comes
from the C 1s (2sg→3ppu) channel, while the C
1s (2sg→3ppu) channel has a significant smaller cont
bution ~middle panel of Fig. 7!. The lower panel of Fig. 7
shows the experimental GOS derived for the broad sig
around 298 eV, assigned to C 1s (2sg→5sg)1Sg

1 excita-
tion. The dipole forbidden character of this quadrupole ex
tation is clearly indicated by the shape of its GOS profi
which extrapolates to zero for small momentum transfer,
creases to a maximum atK2;10 a.u.22, then decreases agai
at higher values ofK2. This is the expected behavior for th
GOS of an electric dipole forbidden, electric-quadrupo
allowed transition. Twos-shape resonances have been p
dicted for core ionization of CO2 @35#. The well known C
1s (2sg→4su* ) shape resonance is dipole allowed. T
second one is the C 1s (2sg→5sg* ) shape resonance whic
we have observed at 298 eV for the first time in the pres
work, to our knowledge.

Figure 8 shows the experimental GOS for C 1s ~2sg
→higher Rydberg excitations!, for C 1s ~2sg→double ex-
citation!, for continuum C 1s (2sg→4su* ) shape reso-
nance, and for the C 1s continuum integrated from 326 to

TABLE IV. Optical oscillator strengths~OOS! for 1s→p* ex-
citations in CO2.

Method Ref. OOS
C 1s O 1s

Theory HF-FCa @23# 0.257 0.125
CI-FCb @23# 0.233 0.147
HF-Rc @23# 0.169 0.092
CI-Rd @23# 0.164 0.12
GMS-2Se @23# 0.088
GMS-3Se @23# 0.084
GMS-CIe @23# 0.093
GMS-CI ~present work! 0.115

Expt. EELS @63# 0.160 0.12–0.13
Photoabsorption @64# 0.14 0.062f

Photoabsorption @65# 0.115~3!

aHartree-Fock frozen-core approximation.
bConfiguration interaction frozen-core approximation.
cHartree-Fock approximation allowing all the atomic or molecu
orbits to relax.
dConfiguration-interaction approximation allowing all the atomic
molecular orbits to relax.
eGeneralized multistructural wave functions of differing qualities
fDirect optical measurements; the OOS was measured from
peak area in Fig. 2 of Ref.@64#; comparison of the spectral inten
sities to those from atomic calculations indicate problems w
these data, possibly due to absorption saturation.
5-10
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330 eV. Each of these GOS profiles decreases smoothly f
a maximum value atK250, consistent with dipole-allowed
transitions. There are no calculated values for the GOS
these features since they correspond either to unreso
high-n Rydberg transitions or to continuum processes, n
ther of which our theoretical methodology is curren
equipped to handle.

2. O 1s GOS profiles

Figure 9 presents the theoretical GOS profiles for all co
puted O 1s excitations of CO2. For each final orbital the
individual components and the sum of the (1sg11su) com-
ponents are plotted. Both experiment and theory indicate
the GOS for the 535-eV peak—the sum of the (1sg11su)
contributions—has the overall form of an optically allowe
process. Our calculations predict that the dipole forbidde
1s (1su→2pu) channel makes contributions of simila
magnitude to the dipole-allowed O 1s (1sg→2pu) channel
at all except very low momentum transfer (K2,2 a.u.22),
where there is a small drop in intensity as the quadrup
channel turns off. The energy difference between the
1s (1su→2pu) and O 1s (1sg→2pu) transitions is
small, 0.2 eV according to the present calculations, as
ported previously@53#, and thus they are not resolved. Th
existence of strong quadrupole contributions and ove
with the dipole partner is predicted not only for the O 1s
→p* transition, but also for all of the Rydberg states of
1s-excited CO2, except for 3psu .

FIG. 10. Experimental GOS profiles for the O 1s (1sg

→2pu) transition normalized in two different ways~see text!, com-
pared to the calculated GOS. The theory profile includes the su
the computed GOS for the O 1s 1sg→2pu* and 1su→2pu* tran-
sitions. The inset shows the components and the sum for the t
retical values in the low-K region. The lines correspond to se
empirical fits using Lassettre series.
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We note that the computed GOS profiles for the 3ssg ,
3psu , and 4ssg processes each show pronounced osci
tions, which have the same periodicity. In addition, there i
180° phase shift between the oscillations in the O 1s (1su)
and O 1s (1sg) channels. These oscillations may be t
result of interference between inelastic excitation at the t
oxygen atoms in each molecule, rather like a two pinh
diffraction pattern@54#. In the early 1960s Karle and co
workers @55,56# proposed this could be a diagnostic of th
symmetry of transitions, especially for those with a lar
Rydberg character. They, along with others, made exten
measurements of the angular dependence of bound-stat
citation peaks in valence-shell electron-impact spectra@55–
60# in attempts to see this, although with inconclusive
sults, some of which were later shown to be the result
intermolecular scattering at the high pressures used in
electron-diffraction apparatus@61#. The proposed inelastic
diffraction should have a periodicity ink space which should
reflect the molecular structure, particularly the distance
tween the two O atoms~2.32 Å! which are the proposed
interference sources@62#. In fact, Fourier analysis of the pe
riodicity in the computed O 1s→s ~Rydberg! GOS indicates
that it corresponds to a distance around 1.1 Å, rather clo
to the O-C distance than the O-O distance in CO2.

Table IV summarizes the theoretical and experimen
OOS’s for the O 1s (1sg→2pu* ) transition. The presen
GMS theoretical result for the 2p* OOS matches the value
derived from small-angle EELS@62# and a recent optica
measurement@63#. The early report by Sivkovet al. @64# is
clearly in error, possibly due to absorption saturation. Fig

of

o-
i-

FIG. 11. Momentum-transfer dependence of the GOS profile
O 1s→2pu* and C 1s→2pu* transitions and their ratio~upper,
experimental; lower, theoretical!.
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10 plots the experimental GOS of the 2pu* band at 535.4 eV
compared with the sum of the theoretical values for the
1s (1sg→2pu* ) and O 1s (1su→2pu* ) processes. The
present theoretical results show that the O 1s (1sg→pu* )
excitation is the major contribution to spectra obtained
very low K but for K2.3 a.u.22, the contribution of the O
1s (1su→pu* ) quadrupole transition is similar to that of th
O 1s (1sg→pu* ) dipole transition. The very rapid turn-o
of strong quadrupole contributions at smallK2 complicates
the derivation of accurate GOS from our experimental m
surements. Normally absolute GOS scales are set by extr
lating the relative GOS toK250 and normalizing to experi
mental OOS values for the strongest process, the 2p* band
in this case. However, according to our calculations, the
tically forbidden O 1s(1su→2pu* ) contributes strongly
even below the minimumK2 measured experimentally~;3
a.u.22!. This leads to rapid variation of the GOS in the low
K2 region, and casts doubt on the validity of normalizati
via extrapolation of the measured relative GOS toK250. To
resolve this issue, low-K measurements between 1 and
a.u.22 are needed, but we cannot make these owing to v
age limitations of our apparatus. Instead, normalization
the theoretical results was also considered. In addition to
GOS derived by the normal extrapolation procedure, Fig.
plots the GOS derived by normalizing to the theoreti
value atK253.6 a.u.22 Irrespective of the absolute scale, th

FIG. 12. Experimental GOS profile of the 538.8-eV band co
pared to the sum of the GOS calculated for the O 1s (1sg

→3psu), O 1s (1su→3psu), O 1s (1sg→3ppu), O
1s (1su→3ppu), O 1s (1sg→4ssg), and O 1s (1su

→4ssg) transitions. See text for discussion of the spectrosco
assignment for this feature. The GOS values are based on nor
ization of the GOS for the O 1s (1sg→2pu) transition to the
computed GOS at 3.6 a.u.22.
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experimental and computational results show good ag
ment in the overall shape of the GOS profile for the 2pu*
state. If we consider the GOS derived by normalization
the theoretical results, the experimental and computed G
agree within;10%. As for C 1s excitation, the shapes of th
experimental and calculated O 1s GOS profiles agree to very
large K2 values, in apparent contradiction to an anticipat
breakdown of the first Born approximation~see the discus-
sion presented in Sec. V B 1!.

Experimental evidence for the predicted large quadrup
contribution is provided by a comparison of the relati
shapes of the C 1s and O 1s2pu* GOS profiles. Even the
as-recorded data~Figs. 1 and 3! show that the decrease i
signal to large momentum transfer is much gentler in the
1s spectrum than the C 1s spectrum, suggesting there ma
be additional contributions at larger momentum transfer
O 1s excitation. Figure 11 presents the ratio of the GOS
the O 1s→2p* transition to that for the C 1s→2p* tran-
sition for both experiment and theory. AsK2 increases, the
ratio increases, indicating that the O 1s→2p* transition be-
comes relatively stronger at largerK2. ForK250 both the C
1s and the O 1s GOS’s have only the allowedsg→2pu*
component. AsK2 increases, the optically forbidden O
1s (su→2pu* ) component also contributes to the expe
mental GOS for the O 1s→2pu* band and, thus, the ratio

-

ic
al-

FIG. 13. Experimental GOS profiles for O 1s (1sg,u

→Rydberg) ~540.3 eV!, O 1s (1sg,u→5sg* ) ~541.6 eV!, and O
1s double excitation~553.2 eV! transitions, the O 1s (1sg,u

→4su* ) shape resonance~559 eV!, and the O 1s continuum inte-
grated between 576 and 580 eV. The GOS values are based
normalization of the GOS for the O 1s (1sg,u→2pu) transition to
the computed GOS at 3.6 a.u.22. The lines correspond to sem
empirical fits using Lassettre series.
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between the O 1s $(sg→2pu* )1(su→2pu* )% and C
1s (sg→2pu* ) GOS’s increases. The increase in the ra
between the O 1s and the C 1s GOS’s as a function ofK2 is
a manifestation of the contribution of the optically forbidd
O 1s (1su→2pu* ) process. This is perhaps the most dire
experimental evidence for the strong electric quadrupole
1s excitations predicted by the calculations.

Figure 12 compares the experimentally derived GOS p
file of the 538.8-eV band with the sum of the theoretic
results for the O 1s (1sg→3psu), O 1s (1su→3psu), O
1s (1sg→3ppu), O 1s (1su→3ppu), O 1s (1sg
→4ssg), and O 1s (1su→4ssg), processes. The calcu
lated contributions to the overall GOS at this energy co
from six different excitation processes, three optically
lowed and three optically forbidden. Our calculations~Fig.
9! show that the optically forbidden 3ppu and 4ssg excita-
tions contribute significantly at nonzero momentum trans
and suggest that all three final states~3psu , 3ppu , and
4ssg! are present in the unresolved signal. Even though
the sum of six channels, with out-of-phase contributions
similar intensity, the sum of the computed GOS plotted
Fig. 12 still has a residual of the oscillations which a
clearly seen in the individual channels in Fig. 9. This su
gests that it might be possible for these to be detected
perimentally. Indeed, close examination of the ang
dependent data for the 539-eV band suggests there ma
some oscillations with an amplitude similar to the resid
seen in Fig. 12. However, this amplitude is well below o
estimated experimental error bars, so that more precise
must be acquired before further analysis can be perform

Figure 13 shows the experimental GOS profiles for the
1s ~1su→Rydberg resonance! at 540.3 eV, the O
1s (1sg→5sg* ) and O 1s (1su→5sg* ) resonances a
541.6 eV, the O 1s double excitation at 553.2 eV, the O
1s (1sg→4su) and O 1s (1su→4su) resonances at 55
eV, and the O 1s continuum GOS integrated between 5
J

ci,

I.

za

04250
t
O

-
l

e
-

r,

is
f

-
x-
-
be
l
r
ata
.

and 580 eV. All five of these features have similar GO
shapes. In fact, the GOS’s for all O 1s excitation and ion-
ization channels decrease continuously with increasing
mentum transfer, with a similar shape in each case. The
rameters derived from fits of the GOS for O 1s excitation to
the Lassettre formula@Eq. ~5!# are summarized in Table III
For each state, the signs of the coefficients are those
pected for dipole allowed excitations.

VI. SUMMARY

Absolute GOS profiles up toK2570 a.u.22 have been de-
rived experimentally for all resolved C 1s and O 1s excita-
tion and ionization features. Absolute GOS profiles ha
been computed over the sameK2 range for all discrete core
excitations of CO2. These results greatly extend previous
available GOS data for CO2. In the C 1s regime there is
good agreement between experiment and theory, aside
a discrepancy of the GOS profile for the C 1s (2sg

→3ssg* ) transition which has a vibronic contribution no
considered in these calculations. In the O 1s regime there is
also reasonable agreement between experiment and th
for the shape of the GOS profile for the O 1s→2p* transi-
tion, but the absolute magnitude is somewhat uncertain
discussed above. Comparison of experimental and theore
GOS results over an extended range of transferred mom
tum has indicated that the first Born approximation may h
to much largerK2 values for inner-shell than for valence
shell excitation. To our knowledge, the feature at 298 eV
the first reported observation of the C 1s (2sg→5sg* )
electric-quadrupole-allowed, dipole-forbidden transition.
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